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About This Game

In Delicious - Emily's New Beginning, Emily's lovely little family welcomes its newest member! After the birth of their
daughter, Emily and Patrick have to pick up daily life. Although there are lots of loving moments to cherish, local rivalry and

the combination of work and parenthood are challenging. Will Emily's Place be a success again? Find out now and play
Delicious - Emily's New Beginning!

Currently Mac version only available in English.
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I love drag racer v3 (which is a FREE flash game) and I really wanted to love this game too, but it lacks in so much content and
customization features as well as a AI difficulty settings, you either smoke them or they smoke you. there is no feel of
progression all it is race after race after race and the cars, or lack there of, aren\u2019t organised in classes.

Until the devs put more content into the game I am going to have to not recommend it. This game needs more cars, more body,
rim, spoiler and hood customization as well as being able to set the AI difficulty and a test track section to test your tune setup..
This is actually one of my new favorite strategy games. I have the board game too although this version i like much more as i
dont have to constantly check the rules. Too bad out of 50 games, about 20 of them ran into game breaking bugs where you just
cannot continue and your locked into a screen and have to close the game and reboot to continue. Gets old after a dozen times of
rebooting. Great game though. Hope they patch it soon.. Basically a tower defense game, very similar to Kingdom Rush.
Actually it is a less addictive clone of KR. When you didn't play Kingdom Rush - try it first. If you played it and liked it - i
guess you will like 300 dwarves too.. Almost a necessity for Carcassonne. Makes the early game much more open and
enjoyable, allowing for a range of tile placements once the river is complete.. A wonderful one-night experience for
adventurers.. mixture of 8bit platformer game with some rpg elements where you can get items, craft them, have ladders and
even ropes - levels seem to be generated randomly. great small game.. The mechanics of this game are interesting and i have to
admit i feel a bit bad that i picked it up during the winter sale, since it's probably worth the regular price.
One thing that bugs me though is the difficulty....until you unlock envy the game is pretty easy, but afterwards i had problems
getting through the second round most of the time....sometimes, depending on the enemies, i even got defeated within the first 2
minutes. Could be bad rng or me just being too stupid....anyway...once you hit lvl 19 it gets a lot easier again...even the "final
battle" being way easier than most meditations before.

Aside of the weird difficulty and the sometimes pretty annoying bug when using the link spell it's a pretty solid and fun game..
Very good HO game.
The HO scenes are pretty simple but nice.
Not too many back and forths or stupid actions, the whole game is consistent.
The scenario is ok and the background is very nice.
8\/10 on the overall.
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Nope. This game has too close of a zoom. The control scheme is awful. It has bots. Go play surviv.io instead. It's free and
considerably better in every way.. I think i reached my limit in this game. I keep getting error messages as i am at Gideons house
using the poles to try and get across the pressure sensitive floor. As a kid i played this game and would get stuck all the time
because we didnt have a strategy guide online to follow like i do now. Makes it a lot easier but it is also a clear MUST if your
going to play this game. Anyone thats says its cheating and they never used it is a liar OR they spent YEARS trying to beat this
game. If they can fix the game i will finish it. As of now i am S.O.L. !. keeps on crshing can't play :[. The art in this game is
inconsistent in quality. The environments are ok but the animations are terrible and so is the writing (although what little story
there is is kinda interesting in spite of the atrocious "dialogue"). The game's atmosphere is good though, the dungeons are fun to
explore and there's a decent variety of traps after you get through the first one. A lot of reviews complain about the combat, and
if you play this thinking it's an action game you will be very disappointed. Combat is all about positioning and timing your
moves several seconds ahead so that you can hit enemies when they're exposed while not leaving yourself exposed to other
nearby enemies. The result is a new and refreshing take on combat that I find enjoyable on its own terms and which is
comparable to a careful duel rather than a slug fest. Recommended for hardcore fans of first person rpgs who enjoy unique
rough gems in the genre. For less refined gaming palates (IE: console gamers) it's a waste, like feeding a rare and expensive
wine to your dog.. For a clicker game this is one of the better ones. However it does have that same store mechanic like every
other game where they're selling you stuff for hundreds of dollars. Why would you try to get people pay tons of money for a
game like this? A game that barely even has content or gameplay? That's just preying on people who can't control their
spending.. This game is LOCAL MULTIPLAYER ONLY!

Music is set EXTREMELY high and can not be turned down.

You're better off actually playing with paper dolls then playing this game.
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